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Abstract

Breaking Dawn novel tells the story of the continuation from previous novel and with another problems that Bella has. Start with Bella’s decision to marry Edward and ended up having half human half vampire daughter. This thesis will analyse each component from triangular theory of love that being depicted in the novel using structuralism approach. There are three components of triangular theory of love. They are passion, intimacy, and commitment. It is best to analyze how triangular theory of love depicted in this novel using structuralism approach. How each character action in conscious way is constructed and depicted from three components triangular theory of love itself. Passion as one of the components from triangular theory of love put the study in to how people attracted to someone or something and there is always a reason for that. This component as one of the components in triangular theory of love represents in such an event before Bella and Edward’s wedding. Intimacy as one of the components from triangular theory of love put the study in to how big a person love is for her beloved one. Commitment as one of the components from triangular theory of love put the study in about how big a person love is for her beloved one. In Breaking Dawn novel, commitment component depicted during Bella and Edward’s wedding.
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INTRODUCTION

Literature is important as a writing work of art. The authors of literary work can express their feeling inside it and have imagination about everything to make a good literary work. Structuralism related to unique hypotheses over the arts, sociologies and human studies is good-sized wide variety which percentage the suspicion that simple connections among ideas shift among numerous societies/dialects and that those connections may be quite simply exposed and investigated. In literary hypothesis, structuralist feedback relates scholarly messages become bigger contexture, when there is a specific classification, scope of the interrelationship between texts especially works of
When analysing work of literature using psychology analysis, the focus is on the way of thinking of the character or what may influence their way of thinking to behave in certainty. Each person has their own way of thinking. A person cannot force someone to like with what that person like because each individual is different. That is why researchers can use this psychology analysis to analyse each person way of thinking. This thesis chooses (Stenberg, 119) as his theory of psychology about love. The name of the theory is triangular theory of love. This theory is suitable for this thesis to do an analysis about the subject. Sternberg accentuated his exploration in the fields of insight, imagination, shrewdness, authority, thinking styles, moral thinking, love, and detest. The focus from Sternberg’s theory are passion, intimacy, and commitment.

*Breaking Dawn* novel has many love elements in it. Relationship between Edward and Bella grow stronger as they keep represent in this novel. At last three series of twilight novel, it also tells the relationship between Bella and Jacob. *Breaking Dawn* mainly focus on Edward and Bella’s relationship. Reacting to this thesis theory, it is possible to analyse such an event in the novel about how triangular theory of love may occur on this novel. It happens when Bella see Edward in the balcony of his house when the wedding will be held in the next day. Bella think about what may Edward thinking about right now. This event can be categorized as passion from the triangular theory of love component. Bella’s love towards Edward make her curious about him and this curiosity leads to how bigger the love that Bella have. Another example is when they held a honeymoon. When Bella making love with Edward, Bella’s body becomes hurt. There are scratches around her body. Edward cannot control his vampire power when he is having a sex with Bella. It makes Edward doesn’t want to making love with Bella anymore. Bella still insist to persuade Edward to making love with her. It is what it called Intimacy. Having a sexual interaction when a couple have married is a must. It is to create more bond between them and stronger their love. As for the last component a commitment, it happens when Edward and Bella’s wedding. Finally, Bella married with Edward the vampire and want to turn herself from human to become vampire. Edward says a word to Bella. He says to always beside her together every fun, sad, or having a problem. Hearing a word like that of course makes Bella shivering and glad. Especially Edward keep this promise on when Bella had pregnant and always stay in Bella’s side to protect her.

Based on all details above, the reason why this thesis chooses the novel and the theory because this thesis think that it is suitable to analyze such a theory in this novel. The reader may know how such an event may occur and the reason for each what they are doing in this novel. Their way of thinking about love is unpredictable because love itself is unpredictable in this life. People may love something or someone but people may do not know how they get this kind of love. They cannot just say because it happens suddenly or occasionally. There are always some causes about everything. Using triangular theory of love and structuralism approach, this thesis can analyze how love components may occur especially in this *Breaking Dawn* novel.

In the thesis, it’s important to decide the problems are going to analyze. The research question of the analysis in this thesis are: 1. How is triangle love depicted in *Breaking Dawn* novel? 2. What is the impact of triangular love on the main character and other character in *Breaking Dawn* novel? The analysis especially tries to explain about to analyze the depiction from triangular love in *Breaking Dawn* novel and to analyze the impact from triangular love on main character and other character in *Breaking Dawn* novel. This study will give the positive knowledge and useful for literature development. The reader may know about how using structuralism approach in triangular theory of love Robert J. Stenberg and how this theory interprets in *Breaking Dawn* novel by Stephenie Meyer. The reader who love about this novel may also know more about the components of this novel has, to have a further research in the future and enrich the knowledge of the reader about triangular theory of love and *Breaking Dawn* novel. This research is focused on certain events in the *Breaking Dawn* novel. The scope of the study will be limited by analyzing certain events and the structure from triangular theory of love that being depicted in the novel. Analyzing by look and how such an event may happen. The reader may know from each character gesture, dialogue, and their expression in such an event to know whether it can be related to the theory or not and how it can be related to the theory.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Structuralism in Psychology

Structuralism in psychology or structural psychology is a hypothesis of awareness created by Wilhelm Wundt and his protégé Edward Bradford Titchener. This hypothesis was tested in the twentieth century. It is discussed who merits the credit for discovering this field of brain research, yet it is generally acknowledged that Wundt made the establishment on which Titchener extended. His way to deal with psychology was to think about the structure of human personality, by separating behaviours into their essential components, henceforth his methodology wind up known as structuralism. To do this, clinicians utilize contemplation, self-reports of sensations, sees, sentiments, and feelings in conscious way (Wundt, 1897).

Triangular Theory of Love

Sternberg defines love into three components. They are passion, intimacy, and commitment. These components also known as triangular theory of love that Sternberg made by himself. Sternberg’s triangular theory of love was produced after the recognizable proof of passionate love and companionate love. Passionate love and companionate love are various types of affection however are associated seeing someone. Passionate love is related with solid sentiments of affection and want for an individual. This affection is loaded with energy and originality. Passionate love is imperative in the start of the relationship and commonly goes on for about a year.

There is a substance part to passionate love. Those encountering enthusiastic love are likewise encountering expanded neurotransmitters, particularly phenylethylamine. These emotions are most generally found in the most beginning times of affection. Companionate love takes after passionate love. Companionate love is otherwise called warm love. At the point when a couple achieves this level of adoration, they feel common comprehension and administer to each other.

The focus from Sternberg’s theory is passion, intimacy, and commitment. Passion dealing with passionate energy or sense of excitement about something or someone. Love will grow bigger as people following their passion in loving their beloved one. Intimacy is depicted as the component to become closer and share how people feel toward their beloved one. Intimacy is also the way to show how people love each other. It will in general strengthen the tight connection that is shared between those two individuals. Additionally, having a sentiment of intimacy makes the supposition being harmonious with one another, as in the two social occasions are regular in their feelings. Commitment is like a decision that people have to made in order to be committed with the person that they loved. The decision to remain presented is generally directed by the dimension of satisfaction that a couple gets from the relationship (Sternberg, 119). This thesis will talk about love and have analysis about it. There is nothing true about love. Each person has their own opinion about love. It may come accidentally or may fade away easily. Actually, there are some causes how love may occur on people. It will grow stronger as people still connected by the person that they love. The causes that makes people love someone are passion, intimacy, and commitment according to Robert J. Sternberg triangular theory of love. This thesis will use this theory to analyse one from the work of literature and that is a novel. One from the famous novel written by Stephenie Meyer “Breaking Dawn”.

In this analysis, the thesis utilizes the intrinsic strategy to break down the information, because this thesis will investigate from the content itself and the structure of the scholarly to discover the feeling of affection in the novel. Each individual need to be loved. This isn’t a completely unfathomable articulation. Except for a few people with identity issue, everybody needs to be loved. The inclination that one encounters, particularly when they realize that they are loved, is unbelievable. This is the reason love is a noteworthy segment in Maslow’s hierarchy. "Individuals have a requirement for hint connections, love, friendship, and having a place and will look to conquer sentiments of aloneness and distance. Maslow stresses the significance of having a family and a home and being a piece of identifiable gatherings” (Varcarolis, 39). Love is a mind boggling entire that seems to get to a limited extent from hereditarily transmitted senses and drives however presumably in bigger part from socially learned part demonstrating that, through perception, comes to be denned as affection (Sternberg, 120). Love affect people minds. Sometimes it makes them to do something beyond their usual act, their way of thinking, and become a different person. That is why love connected with psychology of human brain and behaviour.

ANALYSIS

This part discusses the two questions in the 1st chapter, they are “How is triangle love depicted in Breaking Dawn novel?” and “What is the impact of triangular love on the main character and other character in Breaking Dawn novel?”. The first part of this chapter discusses the first question and it focuses on the depiction of the theory in the characters from the novel. Meanwhile, the second part of this chapter focuses on the impact of the theory to the characters from the novel.
The Depiction of Triangular Love in *Breaking Dawn* Novel

Passion as one of the components from triangular theory of love put the study in to how people attracted to someone or something and there is always a reason for that. This issue is best depiction of Stephenie Meyer’s novel which often shows the relation of fantasy and love. The depiction of passion in Stephenie Meyer’s novel sometimes showed in the dialogue of the character. This component as one of the components in triangular theory of love represents in such an event before Bella and Edward’s wedding in *Breaking Dawn* novel. *Breaking Dawn* novel starts with Bella want to arrange a marriage with her beloved one Edward. During all of the day she spend, she always thinking about this. What may be happened if she arranges this marriage, turn herself into a vampire, and other else. It is not an easy choice for Bella to follow her passion of loving Edward.

Edward is a vampire which means that he will always stay at his age and not become older. As for Bella, she is still a mere human. As the time passed by, she will be getting older. Bella also needs to maintain her age as she will turn from mortal to immortal. That is why, she needs to arrange and think about a marriage in such a young age. Luckily, Edward can find a good reason for that. Bella is relieved. In here, Edward also show how big he loved Bella to Charlie that makes him gain his trust. Charlie also asked Bella to tell Renée about her marriage. Renée agree with that as long as Bella find the happiness she wants. Starting there, Bella’s family and Edward’s family become closer. This kind of thing is needed. It will make each family trust each other out. Gaining parents blessing is one of the important things to arrange a marriage. As for Bella case, she really loves her parent. She must leave Charlie by himself if she married Edward. So, leaving him will make her sad. Charlie give his blessing to the marriage really make Bella feels happy because she does not need to worry about leaving him behind. One of Bella’s burden finally gone. The question from Bella’s parent is a classic question.

“T’m one hundred percent sure about Edward,” I told him without missing a beat.

“Does he make you happy, Bella?”

“Yes, but—” (Stephenie Meyer, p.16).

As long as a person is happy and serious with the one that she loved then her parent will agree with her choice, even in the end she give such a joke like Bella has. Marriage is kind of serious thing that need to be done. In parents mind, it will be hard to give their son or daughter to be together with others person. Whether the person is the right choice for the rest of her life or not. That is why, they will ask question like above to make sure how serious and big her love for that person. Actually, that kind of question really easy to be answered but they are her parents. They know more about her. Like above, when Bella said “but” meaning that something bothering her. Then her mom asked the next question to make it sure about what is in Bella’s mind. In the end, her mother agrees for her to married Edward because the reason that married in such a young age is nothing if Bella really think that Edward is the best for her. Passionate love is related with solid sentiments of affection and want for an individual (Levy, 316).

In order to analyze how structuralism work in triangular theory of love in this novel, this thesis needs to analyze through different character. The other passion component that being depicted in the novel comes from Jacob the werewolves. It happens when Jacob need to choose between his tribe or protecting Bella and Edward’s family. Sam as the leader of werewolf tribes declare that the fetus in Bella’s belly is a treat. He decided to kill the fetus alone-side with Bella and kill whoever trying to protect it. Sam asked Jacob to join his plan. His status as an alpha wolf makes Jacob must obey everything that he said.

This was wrong.
And it wasn’t just because killing Bella felt like killing me, like suicide.
She is still the person that I loved. (Stephenie Meyer, p.133).

Jacob trying to disobey what Sam have said and following his passion of loving Bella. When Bella dies, he will also feel the same thing like suicide for him. That is why, he decided to leave the tribe which is a hard decision for him. Rather than killing the person that he loved. He needs to leave his family and his friends behind. Jacob do not want to fight all of his friend’s decision that choose to stay with Sam plan. He also does not want to disobey Sam by fighting him. The best decision for him is to leave everything behind except losing his love. Jacob said “No” with brace and fighting his fear of facing Sam. His statement also become the center of attention among the werewolves because all of them asked Jacob to fight alongside with them. In the end, his passion makes him stronger and choose the path that he wants to follow. Sometimes people need to make a hard decision in their life. It is the same with passion. As a person loving someone, sometimes he must sacrifice something. It may come from a person that loves him. It’s like when someone love him but he does not love this person, instead he chooses another person. He must sacrifice this person. The same thing with leaving his parent behind. When someone following his passion, he will be decided to marry and live together with that person. He can still meet his parent but it will not feel the same like when he
was still living with his parent. How passion depicted in this novel too from Jacob and Bella’s passion, Jacob must sacrifice his tribe and his family to follow his passion. Bella must leave his family too and lose herself as a human to be turned into a vampire. Both of them losing something as they follow their choice for chasing their passion. It does not matter which choice that people choose. Just do not regret about every choice that have been made.

Intimacy as one of the components from triangular theory of love put the study in to how people can show their closeness with someone that they loved. In *Breaking Dawn* novel, this thesis can analyze from such an event during Bella and Edward’s honeymoon in Isle Esme. It happened when they making love in the first day of their honeymoon night. Having sex leads only to have a passion component in it. Having Sex tends to be more negative because of having sex with someone without an official commitment and bond. For example, promiscuity or one-night stand date. Making Love is a stage of love between couples who love, commit, and legally. Having Sex is just passion or physical viewing. Making love has a deeper meaning, there is a component of intimacy and deep emotional sense commitment. One must feel comfortable while doing such a kind of intimacy. A bond of commitment is all about intimacy and comfort. The closer the feeling with a person partner, it will become more comfortable without limitation and the more intimate (Elliot, 2013).

“I’m not sorry, Edward. I’m… I can’t even tell you. I’m so happy. That doesn’t cover it. I’m really f—”

“No say the word fine.” His voice was ice cold. “If you value my sanity, do not say that you are fine.” (Stephanie Meyer, p.61).

When Bella wake up in the morning, she finds out that she has bruises. The bruises leaving a trail from her arm, her shoulder, and across her ribs. It happened because her body can’t handle the power of vampire as she is still human. Despite of that, Bella feels so happy. She loved making love with Edward during that night. She even can’t feel the pain that Edward have made to her which lead to she can’t remember about the pain. First night of honeymoon is really important for a couple. It is the moment to show they love each other and one of the ways is through this kind of intimacy. That is the reason why Bella really happy about it despite of the pain she has. It in this manner incorporates inside its domain those emotions that give rise, basically, to the experience of warmth in an adoring relationship (Sternberg, 119). Edward also feels the same way but it only occurs during that night. When he sees what he has done to Bella, he feels guilty.

A beautiful morning turns out to such a disaster because of that problem. The case will be different if they are both human beings. They will feel happy after that night like many other couple in their first honeymoon. Bella can’t tell how he feel to Edward because how guilty Edward feel about it. “if you value my sanity”. This sentence tell how Edward feel toward what have been happening. Imagine if people do something bad to the person that they love, especially hurting that person. They will feel the same thing too like Edward. Then, Bella explain another sentence. “Why can’t you just read my mind already? It’s so inconvenient to be a mental mute!” Bella can’t stand about what have been happening. She said that she wants him to read her mind, so he will know how Bella feels about it. Understanding each other is truly one of the difficult things in this life. It will be easier if people can read each other mind, so they may understand them. Each people born different. People may have something in common but there is always one differences between them. In relationship, people need to understanding each other with the person that they love. Accepting each other and trying to find a solution whatever problem comes. When people cannot do that, it may affect their relationship with the person that they love in. This is become such a tragedy for Bella and Edward to have this kind of problem. They already did intimacy component by making love during that night. They share their feeling and loving each other but ended up to be like that.

Another intimacy component depicted when Jacob need to stay in Bella’s side. Actually, Edward asked Jacob to persuade Bella for not maintaining her fetus. In other word is killing her fetus. Jacob does not matter as long as Bella can be saved. He will do anything for her and bring her smile back. Edward asked Rosalie to leave Bella and leaving Jacob and Bella alone.

Once we were alone. I crossed the room and sat on the floor next to Bella. I took both her cold hands in mine, rubbing them carefully. “Thanks, Jake. That feels good.” (Stephanie Meyer, p.120).

Intimacy component does not need to be related with sex. It can also be depicted from holding hands, hugging, kissing, caressing, and being inside someone’s personal space. (Nicolas; Jacques, 62). Although Bella in such a bad condition and she choose to be with Edward rather than Jacob, he still trying the best for Bella. As a friend that always beside her, protect her, and make her happy. When Jacob took Bella’s hands, he makes a joke by telling her look hideous. Joke will lighten up a person feeling when they have a problem or in such a difficult situation. Jacob and Bella have not meet around one month. It will become a good start to have a chat with her.
by holding her hands too, they shared their feeling of missing each other. Bella laughed from Jacob’s joke and managed to smile. It proves that the way Jacob come to beside her and doing such intimacy component as a friend is really important for both of them. Intimacy is important. The simple example is hugging. When people hug someone else, it will ease a person feeling and make that person happy. Some researcher even said that people need a hug in order to maintain their happiness (Cross, 2018). Some country also uses hugging as how people greeting each other. It is as the way they share and care each other. In this novel, intimacy is depicted from Bella and Edward by making love and Bella and Jacob by just caressing Bella’s hands. Both intimacy component that being depicted in the novel are different but still hold the same meaning as how intimacy component should be.

Commitment as one of the components from triangular theory of love put the study in about how big a person love is for her beloved one. It is like a promise that a person chooses to make because she really committed with that person. Like the meaning of promise, a person needs to keep it up. When there is no strong commitment in relationship, then such relationship will never survive. In Breaking Dawn novel, commitment component depicted during Bella and Edward’s wedding. It is their vows. Wedding vows always hold a special meaning not only for the couple but also for the audience too.

Wedding vows are a promise of life, soul and confidence in the other individual that characterizes an actual existence responsibility like nothing else. Since the responsibility is so particular for the individuals who respect it as it is intended to be regarded, the standard pledges may not generally be sufficient to express the novel inclination an individual has for their picked love. Trust is hard to gained off. Earning their beloved one trust is something that they must do and trying to not break that person trust.

We’d asked Mr. Weber to make only one small change. He obligingly traded the line “till death do us part” for the more appropriate “as long as we both shall live.” (Stephenie Meyer, p.35).

Edward and Bella decided to change the word “till death do us part” to “as long as we both shall live.” It holds a deep meaning for them. Once Bella marries Edward and becomes a Vampire, she is married to him for all eternity. Their relationship cannot be torn up by death which comes from God’s will. Vampire is immortal. Some mythology also said that vampire as undead creature which means vampire cannot die and having illness. Vampires can only die from someone or something that is hurting themselves. That is why they change that sentence to match their condition as promise to always stay together and taking care each other whatever the condition is when they are still alive. Commitment/decision refers, for the time being, to the choice that one cherishes a specific other, and in the long haul, to one’s sense of duty regarding keep up that adoration (Sternberg, 119).

The next commitment component that being depicted in this novel is when Jacob make a promise to protect Renesmee, the daughter from Edward and Bella. Renesmee is still a baby. It does not make sense why Jacob wants and love her. It is because of her vampire’s gift. She has a power to see the future. Renesmee power even beyond what Alice has which offering limitation on how far she can view the future. When Jacob was about to kill Renesmee because Bella died when she gives birth of her, he sees that vision. He sees his future as a friend, a brother, and a protector. He also sees Renesmee as she growing older and decided to choose Jacob to be with him.

I tried to run as fast as I can, don’t care about my life anymore.
“Stop! It’s over! I promise to protect her.”
“If you kill her, you kill me.” (Stephenie Meyer, p.172).

Jacob come in the middle of a fight between the werewolves and the Cullens. He tried to reasoning with Sam to not hurting Renesmee. Jacob even do not care with his life anymore. When Sam attack him, he decided want to fight back. Actually, Jacob do not want to fight his own pack but because of he is committed to protect what he wants to protect, he decided to fight back. In the end, Edward telling Sam that Jacob destined to be with Renesmee. It is kind of agreement if a werewolf destined with someone, then the other must support it. Sam and the other surprised to hear that and decided to fall back. The case might be different if Jacob not committed enough. There will bloodshed and ruined the relationship between the Cullen’s family and the werewolves. It takes a great responsibility for Jacob to bear this commitment. He does not know whether the vision that he sees is true or not and it is the right choice or not for him. His emotion also mixed up because Bella died during that time. His beloved one and his friend was gone. Jacob decided to follow his passion to love Renesmee and committed to protect her with everything he got even during the fight with Volturi. Commitment in this novel depicted during Bella’s vow in her wedding and Jacob promise to protect Renesmee. Two of them takes a great burden in their mind because of uncertainty but in the end choose to be committed with what they are believe into. People do not know what the future may hold. Trying to make a promise for the future is not an easy decision. Whether they can keep the promise or not and whether the future is the same as what
have been promises or not. That is why commitment is really important in relationship.

**Structuralism Pattern**

Structuralism analysis needs to analyze using pattern in order to make it clear about the subject of analysis. How every subject related with the theory and their relation for each subject in the analysis. In literary hypothesis, structuralist analysis relates scholarly messages to a bigger structure, which might be a specific sort, a scope of intertextual associations, a model of an all-inclusive account structure, or an arrangement of intermittent pattern or themes (Barry, 39).

![Pattern of triangular love between Bella, Edward, and Jacob.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affection</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bella to Edward</td>
<td>The way Bella loving Edward has three components of triangular theory of love. She loves Edward as husband a person that always beside her and connected with commitment which make them husband and wife. The way Bella did intimacy component shows deeply through intimate making love relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward to Bella</td>
<td>The way Edward loving Bella is the same like Bella did to Edward. Both loving each other connected with three components from triangular theory of love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bella to Jacob</td>
<td>The way Bella loving Jacob is different with Edward. Both passion and intimacy components only stand as friend relationship. Their relationship not ended up with commitment which Bella decided to be committed to Edward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob to Bella</td>
<td>Jacob loving Bella with both passion and intimacy components. The way he is passionate with Bella stand as the person that he loved the most. In the end, his intimacy only limited like what friend and common people do to someone else and do not have commitment component in their relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob and Edward</td>
<td>As best friend always helping each other. Promised together to protect Bella. Jacob as her best friend also guardian of Renesmee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Table of triangular love between Bella, Edward, and Jacob.

**The Impact of Triangular Love on Main Character and Other Character in *Breaking Dawn* Novel**

The impact from how triangular theory of love components represent in this novel is very significant. Using structuralism approach, the reader also know about how such a thing may happen and look through different impact from other characters as well. It helps both Bella and Edward to ease their feeling each other, understanding each other, and deeper their love. The biggest Bella’s problem is about ready or not for her to become a vampire. She does not know what will happen if she becomes a vampire. Edward said that Bella will have a thirst of blood for several time and change is habit. This kind of thing makes Bella uneasy. The night before the wedding, Edward comes to Bella’s room. They have a chat together. Especially about what in Bella’s mind. Edward can’t read what Bella has thinking about but he knows that something bothering her.
I know it will be hard, but this is what I want. I want you, and I want you forever. One lifetime is simply not enough for me.”

“It’s not right! I don’t want you to have to make sacrifices for me.”

I put my hand over his lips. “You are my future. No more.” (Stephenie Meyer, p. 21).

Their passion of loving each other ease their situation. Both of them actually have what they have been thinking about. This kind of talk before the wedding is good for them. They will know each other out. Bella become understand the reason why she loves Edward so much and want to married him. It conquers her fear and show Edward that her love is big enough to beat it. As for Edward, he feels like do not want to make her for the one who make a sacrifice because of him but Bella replied that. He feels glad because Bella does not worry about such a thing. Obviously, what in Bella’s mind is only about Edward. That because she really loves her. “One lifetime is simply not enough for me.” That sentence means that Bella do not have a problem even she must die from turning into a vampire. Also “You are my future.” means that she really wants Edward to become her husband and relived his mind from that afraid. Finally, her problem about the marriage has beaten up because how big her passion in love. Her passion is what lead her into this conversation the night before the wedding ceremony. People feel nervous before their marriage. Everyone will feel it. Whether it is the right thing to do. Whether that person is the right one for her or not. It will be answered by how big she loves that person. As people really love with someone, what they will be thinking about is only about that person. Understanding each other. As a couple people need to know each other problems. Although, Edward cannot read what is in Bella’s mind because of Bella’s power. He still guessed it. That kind of conversation will make things easier for a person and the one that person love. Bella passion to Edward reflected through the day she spends before the marriage which lead to a good thing. United their family and make them to understand each other. (Margolin and White, 49) exhibited that spouses really turn out to be less pulled in to their wives as their excellence blurs, which adversely influences men’s sexual and general relationship fulfilment.

The next impact from Jacob passion as he following his passion of loving Bella, he finally can meet with Bella his beloved one and his friend. Jacob really worried about Bella condition because Seth heard a news that Bella have arrived but in such a bad condition. Jacob has not meet Bella about one month, so seeing her again become a wonderful gift for him. I could leave. It was probably a good idea. But if I did, with the way she looked right now, I could be missing the last fifteen minutes of her life. (Stephenie Meyer, p.161).

Jacob stay at Bella’s side, even though she is in bad condition with his belly and unable to control her health. Bella really happy because her best friend come to see her and still care about her. Jacob can just leave her as how she is right now but he does not want to. Every minutes of her life is important for Jacob. He is just really grateful that he can still come to her alive and been able to smile because of him. Jacob’s choice for following his passion lead him into this. Leaving his own tribe and family just for see his beloved one. Imagine if Jacob not following his passion. Jacob will feel uneasy about how Bella’s condition right now and Bella may also live in agony because of her pain she has. Edward himself can’t do something like Jacob has. Husband is a figure that always care about his wife. Well, friend that always stay whenever a person always have a trouble and supporting her is become another important figure other than a husband. Jacob even always in Bella’s side when Edward leaving her during the previous novel. He does not care when Bella choose Edward rather than him as long as it will make her happy. That is Jacob passion of loving Bella until in the end he meets with Reneesme and committed for her.

The impact from intimacy component comes during Bella have some kind of bad dream in the other night during their honeymoon in Isle Esme. When she opened up her eyes, she cries. She can’t describe about how the dream she had. Instead, she hugs Edward beside her and kiss him.

But I couldn’t. Instead I clutched my arms around his neck again and locked my mouth with his feverishly. It wasn’t desire at all—it was need, acute to the point of pain. (Stephenie Meyer, p.72).

Despite of the pain she has during that night, she decided to make love with Edward. She thinks that it is not a desire like lust which is one from seven deadly sin. Instead, she thinks that as the thing she must do to release the pain she has. Intimacy in such a relationship, not only to tell how people love each other but also to tell to the person that they love about what they feel right now. This is the reason why intimacy is important in relationship as the way to communicate and tighten the bond to the person that they love. Realizing how Bella feel during that night, Edward responded to her and give a counter reaction to ease what Bella feels. Edward break his own promise but the situation telling him to do so. There are two components of intimacy. They are physical and emotional intimacy. Physical intimacy contains kinship, dispasionate love, sentimental love, or sexual movement.
Emotional intimacy contains sharing of individual sentiments, accompanied by expectations of understanding, confirmation, and exhibition of minding. Both two components of intimacy reflected during Bella and Edward making love in that night. Not only dealing with sexual movement but also, they share their emotion each other out.

The next morning, Bella asked Edward whether he is angry with her or not. Bella feels like she pushed thing through and do not care how Edward feel with his promise toward her. Edward smiled and say that he is not angry. Knowing that, Bella feels happy too. Finally, they can enjoy their honeymoon happily in that morning. After doing intimate relationship, a person and the person that she loves will feel happy, especially if she doing it because of love, to share what her feeling to that person, and committed. Committed here leads to the what promise that people have made and they try to fulfill in order to make their beloved one happy, like marriage for example. The case might be different if it is just because for fun and only to fulfill their desire. The thing that people must note is intimacy might not do so well if one person not eager to do it. From the novel, when Bella pushed thing through to make love with Edward. He decided to take it because he understands how Bella feel during that time which leads to wake up happily in the morning. It happens because two of them eager to do it and for the sake of loving each other. Intimacy component in this novel reflected from the problem that Bella and Edward have when they are making love. It ended up to tighten their relationship as human and vampire. With a specific end goal to frame a relationship, there must be some sort of fascination, either physically or on an identity level. Starting fascination in a potential mate is very connected with physical allure (Braxton, 6).

There is an impact from intimacy component during Jacob stay in Bella’s side. He is rubbing both Bella’s hands by his hands and give a good immersion as a friend who care about her condition.

“Especially for you,” she said. She was smiling. She pulled one of her hands away from mine and pressed it against my cheek. We didn’t talk for a minute. Her hands warmer than before, but it felt cool against my skin. (Stephanie Meyer, p.122)

Jacob give a joke to make Bella smiling again which is really meaningful for her. Her hands warmer than before Jacob come to see her. It even does not need for a minute proof that Bella really happy to see Jacob again. Intimacy will make a person happy. It is as symbol that a person really cares for someone. When Bella put her hands into Jacob’s cheek, Jacob also know that Bella really miss him. The case will be different if Bella do not care about Jacob. She will ask Jacob to leave and leaving her alone. People can show what they feel using their word but sometimes action is also important. By using a simple way like hug or holding hand, it will be meaningful in some way. That is why, a couple sometimes show they are loving each other by holding hands. The way to express their feeling that they are loving each other.

During Bella’s vow, Bella finally feels relaxed about the wedding and her choice about marrying Edward as a vampire.

He kissed me tenderly, adoringly; I forgot the crowd, the place, the time, the reason… only remembering that he loved me, that he wanted me, that I was his (Stephanie Meyer, p.35).

After they said each other vows, they finally have a kiss. Kiss becomes an important during wedding ceremony. It is like seen traditionally as their first kiss ever. Some people also said that it is to exchange of souls between the bride and the groom. Importantly, as how people show their love for the one that they loved. The audience who watch the wedding also supporting them, even though some of Bella friends said a bad thing about her age to arrange a marriage. The audience will feel happy too by watching how serious two of them said the vows and really committed each other out.

During the kiss, Bella feels how Edward feel. They traded the same feeling which make them forget about anything except their beloved one. Their vows make them to trust each other. As people aware of, trust is hard to gained. In order to gained their trust, they need to proof it and never cross their promise. Bella and Edward have already pass through everything before Breaking Dawn novel which lead into this scene. Edward proved to Bella that she is very special to him. Edward does not think twice to sacrifice himself to save Bella and make her happy. Even in this novel, their promise stay put until they face Volturi. Edward always stay in Bella’s side along with Jacob during her pregnancy. He gave her strength to give birth Renesmee their daughter. Edward is the one who control the childbirth and finally turn Bella into vampire. Bella and Edward also gained alliance with the werewolves and other vampire clans. They gather all of them to fight Volturi because their daughter is half human and vampire.

The case will be different if they are not really having a strong commitment. Edward can feel hopeless during Bella pregnancy because of how strong her fetus is. Bella can also be dead when she gives birth her first daughter. Bella remember about all of her memories during she lives until she happily married with Edward. It gives her strength to wake up and turn her into vampire. Edward seems to lose hope during that time because he
thinks that everything is too late but he keeps believing that Bella will be back. Their vows that contains “as long as we both shall live” and promise that they have made in the past make them pass through many obstacles in their relationship and ended up happily like the ending of this Breaking Dawn novel. Trust in relationship is important. Believing each other and loving each other as long as a person and his or her beloved one still alive is the key to survive in relationship. The commitment segment may in such circumstances be the component that keeps the relationship going. (Stenberg, 119) states that it is regularly hard to control the closeness or enthusiasm segment, while one has extensive control over commitment, and this control may forestall relationship pain or division.

The impact from other character comes during the preparation of the wedding ceremony, each family from Edward and Bella helping each other.

“It let me right off the hook. Edward’s family and my family were taking care of the nuptials together without my having to do or know or think too hard about any of it.” (Stephenie Meyer, p.16).

That is the impact from how big the passion that Bella have to Edward. She shows her parent how big she loves Edward and finally her parent support her by giving her the blessing and help arrange the marriage. The case will be different if Bella does not get her parent support and not showing how big she loves Edward. Marriage only happens once in a lifetime. When a couple really serious each other to be passionate and committed to always stay together, then there will be nothing to worried about. That is why, each parent will do everything they can to help their son or daughter to be happy in this once in a lifetime moment.

Another impact is united werewolf and vampire tribes. It happens before Volturi arrived to seek justice for the newborn Renesmee. Edward family decided to gather as many powers they can get to deal with Volturi. Jacob has decided to be committed to protect Renesmee. In order to protect her, he must join the vampire tribes to deal with Volturi. That is why, he is agree to make werewolf and vampire tribes to be united for this event.

“The packs will fight with the Cullens,” Jacob said suddenly. “We’re not afraid of vampires,” he added with a smirk. (Stephenie Meyer, p.418).

This event is kind of impossible to be happened. These two mythology creatures are actually mutual enemy. Mythology even said that they will start to attacking each other when they met. This novel makes it different. Love can make both tribes to be united and helping each other rather than become enemy. Jacob’s passion to Bella and his commitment to Renesmee make this event happens. Bella as the person that he loved the most, although they just ended up with friend relationship and Renesmee as the person that he wants to protect with the hope that he can be with her when she grows up. Triangular theory of love from this novel not only united both tribes but also also united vampire tribes. Some of them disagree to join Edward’s family but some of them also want to help. They come from different countries and have different personalities. Other families from vampire tribes that come only have one purpose and that is to helping each other as family.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

According to the recent data analysis, the conclusion of this study shows that components of triangular theory of love by Robert J. Stenberg are best depicted in the novel by analyzing the dialogue of the novel and how each character react about certain situation. Using structuralism approach, there is always a reason and the impact from each component which become as subject of analysis. The triangular theory of love put the study on passion, intimacy, and commitment which best depicted in the Breaking Dawn novel by Stephenie Meyer.

The first component of the analysis in this study is discussing about how passion is depicted, showed by some proof in the novel on how passion reflected and what is the impact from that passion itself. The result shows that when Bella really passionate with Edward, she always thinking about him. It is best depicted before their wedding ceremony. She thinks whether it is the right choice or not to married him and turn herself into vampire. Her passion of loving Edward leads her to unite both from Edward and Bella’s family. This passion also makes her realize how big her love is for him and remember the reason why she wants to marry him. In the end, Bella’s love toward Edward grow more and she feels exited for her wedding. The second analysis about how passion is depicted come from Jacob passion of loving Bella. He leaving his family and his tribe behind to meet with Bella. His passion leads him to become closer again with her and been able to stay by her side with her worse condition. Jacob realizes that every minutes of Bella’s life is important for him. Both of them make sacrifice to follow their passion. In the end, they realize that their passion is precious for them.

The second component of the analysis in this study is discussing about how intimacy is depicted, showed by some proof in the novel on how intimacy reflected and what is the impact from that intimacy itself. The result shows despite of the problem that Bella and Edward have; intimacy make them feels better. It is depicted during their honeymoon in Isle Esme: Bella’s
body can’t handle how strong Edward power is as vampire during making love. It makes them both feels differentiate in opinion. Bella feels happy but Edward feels guilty. In such an event, Bella has a nightmare. She feels uneasy. Knowing that, Edward try to calm her up. Bella decided to kiss and making love with him. It leads to they shared their feeling and understanding each other out. The next morning, they wake up happily and make them both have a nice honeymoon. Intimacy tighten their bond as husband and wife. The second analysis about how intimacy is depicted come when Jacob rubbing Bella’s hands using his hands. It makes her happy. They communicate about how they missed each other by doing such kind of intimacy. It leads them to share their feeling each other. Bella’s hands even become warmer although they only spend time together just for one minute. During Bella and Jacob’s intimacy component, both of them feel the happiness from doing it. They share how they feel with their beloved one and makes their beloved one happy too.

The third component of the analysis in this study is discussing about how commitment is depicted, showed by some proof in the novel on how commitment reflected and what is the impact from that commitment itself. It becomes a hard choice for Bella because she does not know whether it is the right thing to do or not to be committed for marrying Edward. The result shows that commitment make them both become wife and husband and loving each other as long as they live. It is best depicted during their wedding ceremony. Bella afraid about her relationship as a human and married to vampire. Everything that happened in the past finally come into this event. They both have shown their proof about how big they love each other in the past. So, their trust will not easily be torn up. Knowing how Edward feels and said the same vow to her, make her feel glad about marrying him even he is a vampire. Bella’s burden in her mind finally gone. Commitment is reflected in their vows. Promise to always together and trusting each other as family. The second analysis about how commitment is depicted come from Jacob’s promise to protect Renesmee. Jacob fighting his own tribe in order to protect her. It becomes a hard choice for Jacob whether to follow an uncertainty of her vision to loving Renesmee or choose his tribe. Jacob commitment leads him into realizing that everything he has done in the past is for Renesmee. It gains Bella and Edward’s trust as Renesmee parent to been able together with her as she grown up. In the end, Edward become the protector of Renesmee and her beloved one until she become older. Bella and Jacob face a choice to make in order to be committed or not. Both of them gains each the trust that they needed to be able committed with the person that they loved. In the end, they get what they want and happily loving their beloved one.

**Suggestion**

The aim for this study is to be used for the reference in further research, especially for the research of triangular theory of love which contains passion, intimacy, and commitment. This whole study may not be perfect, the criticism and suggestion for this study will be appreciated as it is can improve the next study of this material to be better. There must be more researcher that conducts a research about psychology analysis, structuralism approach in psychology, and triangular theory of love, especially for people who want to do the research on novel or how human react and their way of thinking. Last but not least, may this research can help people and have some contribution for the next researcher.
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